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Abstract 
The performance of many components in intelligent transportation systems depends heavily on the quality of traffic 
forecasting. After analyzing the deficiency of existing algorithm and methods in traffic forecasting, we develop a new 
traffic forecasting model based on logic reasoning and in this paper, we describe the details of each part of this model. 
Finally through an example, we introduce the working order of the model in traffic forecasting. 
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1.Introduction 
Traffic forecasting plays a quite important role in the intelligent transportation system, ITS for short, 
with the development of computer and network technology. Since there are more and more vehicles on the 
road and highway, there will be more traffic jam. And the traffic forecasting system can reduce the 
pressure of the management office and save drivers more time because they can take actions before the 
traffic jam happen. 
Traffic control system is a system with human control and the factors change all the time. One of the 
most obvious characteristics of the system is the high uncertainty. This uncertainty comes from aspects of 
both nature, like the changing weather condition, and human, such as accidents and the mentality of 
drivers. So the control of the system is quite difficult. 
While the traffic problem is quite difficult, researchers in both traffic fields and computer fields have 
greatly done a lot of work to deal with it. There are two kinds of typical methods of traffic forecasting 
generally: one is through computing methods [1], these methods are basically promoted as a new 
algorithm or model based on calculating and computing, such as the [2] which searches regulation of data 
sequence by analyzing the historical data of the target object. The other is through logic reasoning [3], 
these methods are provided through a logic model (usually the Fuzzy logic) and a series of reasoning 
mechanisms.
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Although the previous researchers have done their work magnificently, there are still some 
deficiencies that should be improved. For example, when the data needed for forecasting is incomplete, 
the whole system cannot run normally, therefore, it cannot educe good and accurate forecasting results. 
However, the model we propose in this paper can solve that kind of problem in a better way. 
In the second section of this paper, we give a basic notion and concept concerning our model. And 
in the third section, we propose a model of traffic forecasting based on logic reasoning and then in the 
fourth section, through an example we briefly introduce the working flow of this reasoning model. Then, 
in the fifth section, we summarize our work and introduce our future work. 
2.Basic Concepts  
Intelligent transportation system, or ITS, uses the most advanced information technology and 
provides a completely new concept that places pedestrians, vehicles, roads, and environment all within a 
unified platform [4]. 
Reasoning is the process of drawing new conclusions from given premises, which are already 
known facts or previously assumed hypotheses (Note that how to define the notion of “new” formally and 
satisfactorily is still a difficult open problem until now).  Therefore, reasoning is intrinsically ampliative, 
i.e., it has the function of enlarging or extending some things, or adding to what is already known or 
assumed [5]. 
Prediction is the process to make some future event known in advance, especially on the basis of 
special knowledge.  For any prediction, both the predicted thing and its truth must be unknown before 
the completion of prediction process.  Since reasoning is the only way to draw new conclusions from 
given premises, there is no prediction process that does not invoke reasoning.  
In this paper, we choose SRL [6] as the basis for reasoning and forecasting. Since the model is based 
on logic, we need to choose a sound logic system to implement the reasoning process. Based on the work 
we did before, shown in chart 1, we have finally chosen the Strong Relevant logic as the logic basis of our 
model. 
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In traffic forecasting field, the logic, as the basis of reasoning, must be able to underlie relevant 
reasoning, ampliative reasoning, paracomplete reasoning and paraconsistent reasoning [7]. Since SRL 
includes no implicational paradoxes and replaces the weak relevance with strong relevance, for now, it is 
the most adequate logic system for our model. 
3.Model of Reasoning-Predicting Algorithm in Road Traffic Forecasting 
 There are mainly three parts in the model: the anticipatory reasoning system, the predicting machine 
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and the decision maker. They cooperate with each other to guarantee the working order of the whole 
system.  
3.1.Anticipatory Reasoning System 
The anticipatory reasoning system, as is shown in figure 1, is the most fundamental and important 
part of the whole system because it is the basis for predicting, forecasting and making decisions. 
Fig 1. Anticipatory Reasoning system 
In the system, there are three parts of inputs including a logic system which provides the reasoning 
engine with a reasoning standard, a collection of empirical theorems which provides the engine with 
empirical information and rules in the specific field, and also a set of facts representing the current state 
of the system and the environment. 
3.2.Predicting Machine 
The predicting machine, as is shown in fig 2, is focused on the forecasting of traffic flow and traffic 
jams. There is a convertor to convert from numerical data, including historical data, data of current state 
received from sensory and calculated data, to logical predicates. There is also a set of converting rules to 
underlie the standard of converting. 
The key part in the predicting machine is the Inference machine which is based on the anticipatory 
reasoning system. And since there will be many results educed after reasoning, we can set a degree to 
configure the reasoning mechanism to get only the information needed by now. 
Fig 2. Predicting Machine 
After obtaining the candidates of prediction from the inference machine, the system put these 
candidates into a prediction selector to achieve the final prediction. There are some selecting rules in the 
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selector as standard and there is a set of relevance for the selector to decide which is mostly relevant to 
the prediction that the system needs. 
3.3.Decision Maker 
The decision maker, as is shown in fig 3, is like a selector, which provides the driver or controller 
with advice of which way to go. There are two convertors, an inference machine and an action selector in 
the decision maker. 
Fig 3. Decision Maker 
The two convertors have contrary inputs and outputs as to convert from numerable data to predicates 
and convert from predicates to orders. And the mechanism is the same as the convertor in predicting 
machine. Meanwhile, the mechanism of inference machine is the same as the one in predicting machine. 
However, it reasons only actions that the system should take. And the action selector selects only actions 
that the inference machine has achieved.
With the three parts above, the system can reason and predicate with high speed and accuracy. Even 
with incomplete information, the system can also obtain some candidates of predication, and this is what 
the algorithm and methods that other researchers promoted can’t. 
4.An Example 
Here we take an example to explain the working order of the system in detail. Here we overleap the 
step of converting in both predicting machine and decision making.
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Fig 4. Traffic Situation 
The system is in car1 and it’s running on road2, in front of it there are two road(R1 and R2), R1 is 
empty and R2 is full of cars and it’s traffic light is going to change to red. The job of the system is to give 
the driver some advice about where to go. 
We can define some empirical theorems as follows: 
(1) road(red_light(road) full_car(road)) F(traffic_jam(road)) 
(2) car road1 road2(available(road1) available(road2) traffic_jam(road1)  
traffic_jam(road2))  turn_to(road2) 
We can get facts from the situation description as follows: 
Available(road1), Available(road1), full_car(road2), red_light(road2) 
After the initialization of the system, the process of predicting starts. The theorem (1) will be 
input into the predicting machine as a predicting theorem. And after inputting the facts above into the 
predicting machine and setting the degree of the inference machine, we can get a prediction 
F(traffic_jam(road2)) and F(traffic_jam(road1)) (Although there are also many other candidates 
obtained through the inference machine, they are eliminated by the Selector based on the relevance 
and selecting rules). Here the predicting process ends. 
Then after predicting, the results of prediction will be inputted into the inference machine of 
decision maker. Theorem (2) has already been inputted into decision maker as a reasoning rule. So there 
will be actions like turn_to(road2) educed from the inference machine. And then, the system will alert 
the driver to change route. 
5.Concluding Remarks 
We have proposed a qualitative approach for reasoning about traffic flow and promoted a new 
predicting model to underlie the forecasting of traffic flow. We analyzed the deficiency of existing 
algorithms and methods and proposed a new model based on SRL through introducing the subsystems of 
the system in detail. And finally, we described the working order of the system through an experiment. 
We show our future work as follows: 
 To investigate how to represent various traffic situations qualitatively in the real world. 
 To work on how to make the system work smoothly in all kinds of situation. 
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